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Abstract. Routine forecasts of atmospheric dispersion up to 48 hours after obser
vation times (00 and 12 GMT) are calculated by coinbining the techniques of esti
mating dispersion suggested by Turner (1969) with NOAA numerical weather forecasts 
of wind direction, wind speed, cloud cover, and ceiling. The variables used to 
estimate dispersion are part of the routine forecast from the Techniques Develop
ment Laboratory's Model Output Statistics available at over 250 stations in the 
United States twice a day. Concentrations (sec/m3) are calculated for selected 
sources at eight downwind distances of 0,5 to 100 km. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The need to forecast dispersion of pollutants in the atmosphere requires the 
integration of specialized knowledge of dispersion meteorology with objective 
weather forecasts, In this paper a computer program to obtain an objective atmo
spheric dispersion forecast is described, The forecast is obtained by applying 
the calculation methods in Turner's Workbook (1969) to the routine forecasts of 
wind direction, wind speed, cloud cover, and ceiling produced by the procedure 
called Model Output Statistics (MOS) developed by NOAA's Techniques Development 
Laboratory (TDL). 

2. MOS FORECAST 

The MOS variables used in the dispersion forecast are generated twice a day 
from the 00 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) and 12 GMT observations (see Glahn, 1974), 
The forecasts are produced from multi-linear regression equations previously de
veloped at each station. The regression equations result from a screening pro
cedure in which the predictands are related to selected variables forecast by 
the NOAA National Meteorological Center's (NMC) numerical models. 

The forecast parameters required for dispersion calculations (wind direction, 
wind speed, cloud cover, and ceiling) are forecast at 6-hour intervals for up to 
48 hours after each observation time. These forecasts are available for 255 
stations in the United States, including Alaska and Hawaii. 

The MOS forecasts were modified slightly to conform with the requirements of 
the dispersion calculations. The cloud cover is forecast by four categories which 
are modified as shown in Table 1. The ceiling forecast is made for six categories 
which are modified as shown in Table 2. The wind direction and wind speed are 
for the anemometer height at each station (assumed to be 10 m). For dispersion 
calculations, the wind speed (but not wind direction) is adjusted to the pollutant 
source height by the relation: 


























